Mathematical study of epidemic diseases is done for evaluation and control of diseases.certain and classis model of mathematics that describe this phenomenons frequently can not peruse all aspects for effect the model, because human biengs have different physiologic properties and circumstance.then they can not be perused as a same organism, then we shold tent to models that consider all aspect for survey of disease process with real and practical conditions.Rally this theory to disease can model with fuzzy mathematic.Over the last decade, the mathematical literature on uncertainty and fuzziness has grown considerably in system modeling, optimization, control in medical sciences.and several authors have advocated the use of fuzzy set theory in epidemiology diseases.Since the advent of the HIV infection, several mathematical models have been developed to describe its dynamics but that models has been perused with certain mathematic.In this paper we suggest fuzzy set theory, to estimation of transference rate of positive HIV population to AIDS (acquired immunodeficiency syndrome) in children manifestation And Estimation Rate Death In Children Using fuzzy control. Clinical examination of physicians confirm that transference rate of positive HIV population to AIDS is not certain and remarkably depend to essential factors like CD4 lymphosite cells count and viral load count and age of infected individual.in this research the transferens rate of positive HIV population to AIDS in children and And Estimation Rate Death In Children has estimated as a function of CD4 lymphosite cells count and viral load count and age of infected individual.After solve the model, with our algorithm ,the result corroborate the clinical real methical data with good access.
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Introduction
Although 1400 children with the ages lower than 15 years die due to the diseases related to AIDS every day, more than 6000 adolescents with the ages 15-24 years are infected to HIV every day. In 2007, 45% of the new infected individuals with HIV are within this age group. 15 million children have lost their patients because of AIDS. The children infected with HIV have been mostly affected during fetal period or at birth; indeed, their mothers have conveyed their disease to them. Most of the children with HIV infection seem normal at birth. In general, the incubation period of AIDS in children is much shorter than in adults. The researchers of the control center of diseases have presented 3 general patterns for this disease in children.
1.Rapid developers:
The symptoms related to AIDS appear in this group which include 25% of the cases during their first six months of life.
2.Slow developers:
The symptoms related to AIDS appear in this group which include 70% of the cases during their six-month to 3 years of age.
3.Adult developers:
The symptoms related to AIDS appear in these three group which include less than 5% of the cases during their 3-10 years of age.
[10]
As it is reflected explicitly in this classification, the symptoms related to AIDS are shown in most of the children with HIV infection within 3 years. The incident is in contrast to this in the adults among whom the AIDS incubation period lasts 7-10 years. The statistics has estimated the average age of one year as the onset of AIDS symptoms in children. In suckling infants with the symptoms related to AIDS in their first year of life, the average age of the onset of symptoms has been 5 months. [6] 
2.Viruses and the Response of Immunity System
The most important part of the immunity system that is invaded and suffered from HIV directly is CD4+T lymphocytes. In 1984, it was found that the main target of HIV is T cells with CD4 receptor, i.e., CD4+T. In other words, CD4 receptor is necessary for entering HIV into a cell.
This type of infection may fight with the response of the immunity system again and hurt its main part, i.e. CD4+T cells. The main target of HIV infection is CD4+T cells as a result of which these cells die; therefore, no CD4+T cell give significant assistance to antibody responses. During this process, the immunity system becomes weaker and can not overcome the infection. The mechanism that viruses hurt the CD4+T cells is unknown. [7] .
Figure 1 shows the HIV infection in three stages
In the acute stage, the viral load increases up to a higher level following which the specific response of the immunity system against HIV is given and the viral load decreases. This mode indicates the onset stage of the disease with no symptom. In this stage, the viral load increases a little and the number of CD4+T and the specific response of the immunity system remain approximately in a stable level. After a while, the viral load increases rapidly subsequent to which the number of CD4+Ts and the response of immunity system decrease. This mode indicates the incidence of AIDS phenomenon in patients.
The Number of CD4+T Lymphocytes in Different Ages of Childhood
Of course, considering the variability of absolute count of CD4+T cells, it is better to pay attention to the percentage of these cells.
[11]
Intelligent Controllers of Fuzzy Logic
Fuzzy logic was emerged by Dr.Lotfizadeh through publishing the article entitled "Fuzzy Sets". The concepts and various aspects of fuzzy logic have been studied and surveyed deeply by the mathematicians, scientists, and engineers throughout the world since 1965 up to now. [1] The theory of fuzzy sets indicates a concept of uncertainty. In general, the theory of probabilities is the first tool for analyzing uncertainty and it is assumed that uncertainty is a stochastic process. But all the uncertainties are not stochastic and the theory of fuzzy sets is used for modeling a part of uncertainty which is associated with negligence, ambiguity, and insufficiency of information. The theory of sets considers a difference between the ones that are the members of a set and those which are not. The most essential principle of fuzzy set is the fact that the membership function U can have values between zero and one. The general structure of the logic fuzzy controllers is illustrated in Figure 2 [2]. The process of making fuzzy: Making fuzzy is a process in which the inputs of fuzzy control are illustrated in lieu of their membership in fuzzy functions. The basis of the fuzzy control attitude is the basic fuzzy rules which are in the form of if…..then. The base of fuzzy rules includes a set of language rules that are extractable from any of the following sources with the experts' information:
 The physical rules governing the dynamic equations of the system  Data from the available controllers  Experimental knowledge from the expert and skillful individuals.
If the knowledge of the expert is used; then there is no need to mathematical model of the system and this is one of the great advantages of fuzzy systems. The rules are usually displayed in tables. In the present paper, while having the percentage of the number of CD4 cells and age of the child infected with HIV, our objective is to estimate the rate of changing HIV infection into AIDS as well as the probability of child mortality in such a way that are in conformity with the realities; by the controllers with Sugeno approach. [2] .
Modeling the rate of changing HIV infection into AIDS in the children on the basis of two inputs including CD4 and the age of the infected child.
In this case, for the percentage of the number of CD4 cells, language variables including very low, low, medium, high, very high and for the ages of the children, the language variables such as chick, infant, child, and adolescent have been considered.
According to the medial data, on the basis of the number of CD4 cells and ages of children, the language rules have been specified in fuzzy sets as follows: The ages of the children are also illustrated with fuzzy sets as follows:
age <~ 1 (year Chick infant 0.6(months) <~ age <~ 3.5 (year) 3 (year) <~ age <~ 7.5 (year) child 7 (year) <~ age <~ 10(year) adolescent 
Calculation of the rate of changing HIV infection to AIDS in children on the basis of the fuzzy inference motor.
The medical clinical studies have shown that the rate of changing infection with HIV into AIDS or the mortality probability of the child is not a certain number and there is an uncertainty in this regard, i.e., it is possible that the numbers of CD4 cells and the ages of two patients are the same, but the percentage of their infection with AIDS is different. The rate of changing the infection into AIDS is significantly dependent on the number of CD4 cells and the age of the infected child. Therefore, the output of the system which is the rate of changing infection to AIDS is estimated from the Fuzzy Rules which have been designed on the individual's information by Sugeno approach. According to the medical data, there is no accurate formula for obtaining the rate of changing infection into AIDS on the basis of the number of CD4 cells and the age of the infected child because all data have fuzzy ambiguity and humans are not the same system and are different from genetic, environment, nutrition, mental conditions,….points of view. Having an approximate amplitude for the for the number of CD4 cells and the age of the infected child, a range of the rate of changing infection into AIDS is estimated [4] . The functions of fuzzy membership associated with the probability of infection with AIDS for the child infected to HIV are considered as follows: These data have been presented by the specialist from the famous scientific Journal named Lancet.
Modeling the estimation of the mortality percentage in children infected with HIV(mathematical linear function on the basis of two variables of CD4 and age for the output fuzzy rules)
No acceptable response is given by the functions of membership associated with the rate of infection to AIDS for estimating the mortality percentage in children with HIV, therefore, it is sufficient to increase the number of fuzzy sets in proportion to the data so that better results are obtained. Therefore, the new membership functions for estimating the mortality percentage in children with HIV is as follows: For example, for CD4 in lieu of 30%, we have:
It should be noted that in this diagram, pezeshk is the medial data (MD) and fuzzy means the results obtained by Sugeno inference motor of fuzzy control. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we used the theory of fuzzy sets for estimating the rate of changing HIV infection to AIDS in children and the mortality percentage in children with HIV. The rate of changing HIV infection into AIDS in children and the mortality percentage in infected children were estimated as a function of the number of CD4 cells and ages of the infected children. It is seen that the designed controllers give desirable and acceptable responses. The clinical data confirm the responses given by this method after doing calculations which is fully optimal from the medical point of view. As it is shown in this paper, the control method based on fuzzy logic has the potential of using the experts' knowledge in curing diseases including AIDS.
